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Answer Al l  The Fol lowing Ouest ions:

The
Explain how
correction ?

to use Buck,Boost,and Buck Boost converter in power factor1
l -

Exptain Switch Redundant Topology and its cases?

Mention steps of constructing afizzy controller ?

Define active power filter? Mention mainly two types? then mention

advantages and disadvantages of active power filter?

The Second Question (25 Ma.rks)
l- What fu.torrlr, *.d fot the comparison of fault tolerant power electronics

converters ?
2- Mention the advantages and disadvantages of fuzzy logic controller?

3- What are the desirable features of a power factor correction techniques for

both inPut and outPut sides ?
4- Mention effects of poo. power quality on customer side and utility side?

The Third Ouestion (25 Mar\s):
t - tvte"tion power factor correction methods?
2- Explain Concept of fault tolerance control? Mention different topologies which

have been used to achieve fault tolerant?
3- Explain different types of passive power factor correction (PFC)? list

advantages and disadvantages ofpassive power faotor correction?

4- Discusslh" influ"nce of increasing / decreasing the number of membership ?

The Fourth Question (25 Mafks)
5- Wh"t i.he effect of harmonics on the power system?

6- Explain how to use FLC in series exited dc motor drives?

Z- Explain concept of fault tolerance control of induction motor drive system

with feed converter?
8- Define the power quality? then explain power quality problems, causes and

effects of everY Problem?
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